Bovie® 2350-V
Electrosurgical Generator

The Bovie 2350-V is the premier electrosurgery unit (ESU) from Bovie for Animal Health procedures

- Intended for cutting, coagulation, ablation of a variety of tissues
- Suitable for general procedures, tumor removals, and gingivectomy procedures performed in an operating suite and procedure room
- Engineered with the technology and safety of more expensive electrosurgical units but economically priced for animal health practice

Feature:
Specialized Laparoscopic Mode

» Benefit:
Bovie’s Cut II is tailored specifically for Laparoscopic procedures. The mode offers a precisely managed cutting energy that limits output thereby minimizing the potential risk of capacitive coupling and alternate site burns.

Feature:
Dual Monopolar Spray Activation

» Benefit:
The Bovie 2350-V offers simultaneous activation in spray with audible activation tones. The simultaneous delivery produces equal and even power outputs in each accessory, for a safer delivery of dual monopolar energy.

Feature:
Patient Safety Features

» Benefit:
Bovie FDFS™ – The tissue sensing technology measure tissue 5 million times a second and adjusts to varying impedances 5000 times a second for accurate energy delivery. Automatic system self-checks upon powering up the unit.
Confidence
This electrosurgery unit gives you the ability to cut and coagulate at the same time, allowing you to save time, offering additional procedures that you could not do with a scalpel alone, and providing a better patient outcome.

Invitation (neutral)
Let’s take a look at some basic information about the 2350-V…

It’s the customer’s decision
…so you can decide whether the 2350-V is a solution you’ll consider for surgery.